“I get up every morning determined to both change the world and have one hell of a good time.

Sometimes this makes planning my day difficult.”

E. B. White (1899 - 1985)
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Work On Your Personal Mission Statement
Follow the Red Cross Rule
Forge Energizing Partnerships with Leaders
Lead From Your Sweet Spot
Do Not Do Your Best
Do What Is Necessary
Create Stories that Inspire Change
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Improve the condition of the client
Improve the Ability to Improve
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oxseeker  l äks’sēk’ ər l  (noun)
1. A person dedicated to the calm pursuit of excellence within oneself.
2. A person who consistently brings out the best in others.

Origin
Ancient. In zen poetry the ox was the symbol of enlightenment.
A famous series of “ox-herding” pictures demonstrated the path to enlightenment.
Ebook Download

The key points of this presentation are expanded in my free ebook:

Building the Mindset for Exceptional Leadership

Now available for download: oxseeker.net/Resources
Questions?
Comments
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Lead With Playfulness and Joy!
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